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Methodology
The scope of the CyberSource UK Online Fraud Report has developed again this year to take account of
changes in the industry. The methodology remains essentially the same: asking the UK’s online retailers
(150 respondents in total) to talk about their businesses, their experiences with fraud and how they defend
themselves against crime. Additions this year include more in-depth telephone interviews to find anecdotal
evidence of company’s experiences with fraud – particularly some of the more interesting exploits that
fraudsters will attempt. Given the increasing numbers of catalogue brands entering the online market, a
section has been added to look at the experience of multi-channel retailers and compare levels of on and
offline fraud in the card not present (CNP) environment.
The result is a comprehensive study of all the key developments in online and mail order/telephone order
(MOTO) fraud over the last twelve months, with analysis to highlight the main trends.
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Key Findings and Analysis
Industry growth continues to outpace fraud
The online retail industry in the UK is growing at a phenomenal rate.

Fraudsters are increasingly sophisticated

For both of the last two years more than 60% of respondents to this

The effort being applied to cracking online retail security will surely pay

survey projected growth of over 20% in the following twelve months.
This bullish confidence is underpinned by reports from industry body

Online retailers are not soft targets

dividends at some point. The retailers we spoke to reported a wide

the Interactive Media in Retail Group (IMRG) which shows online sales

The nature of their business enables online retailers to employ a wide

range of exploits, including collusion between sales staff and fraudsters,

growing at £50m/month for the first ten months of 2006.

range of sophisticated tools to monitor and manage fraud and prevent

intercepted deliveries and smart use of stolen cards. For instance,

suspicious transactions. These are tools that are not necessarily

fraudsters were testing the validity of cards with small online

Given this massive growth, the natural assumption would be that levels

available to the high street, which explains why the introduction of Chip

transactions before going on to clear out an account with orders placed

of fraud are growing at a matching rate. If criminals see a growing

and PIN there has not resulted in the massive spike in levels of online

through a call centre. Fraudsters can be very selective about the goods

opportunity they are likely to exploit it, and based on some of the figures

fraud that many expected. There has almost certainly been an increase

they choose, targeting small, high-value goods that can easily be moved

that have been reported (notably some interpretations of the statistics

in the targeting of online retailers, but so far retailers have matched this

on – something of particular concern to electrical retailers.

from APACS in 2006), it would be easy to believe that levels of online

with reinforcements to their security.

retail fraud are soaring. Yet according to the figures from this year’s and

Today the majority of fraudulent transactions can be identified by

last year’s reports, this simply isn’t the case. While retailers’ total losses

looking at patterns and checking order details. Using traditional

from fraud do seem to have increased in cash terms this year, the levels

techniques, it is only sheer persistence that enables fraudsters to

of fraud as a proportion of their total business have again remained

bypass this identification. But the time and resource that fraudsters put

static or even fallen slightly.

in to cracking on and offline payment systems means that they are
inevitably going to find new exploits. The retailer’s biggest specific fear is
an increase in identity theft, which would enable fraudsters to
masquerade as legitimate shoppers and so avoid triggering any of the
usual alarms raised when card numbers and identities don’t match (the
most common current method is trying multiple identities with a given
card number until an order goes through).
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Conclusions
2006 has been another strong year for the online retail industry,
with revenues growing at an incredible rate. The threat of fraud

Companies need to have a pragmatic approach to managing fraud

remains ever-present, but the forecast spike in fraud from the move

The potential for fraudsters’ exploits brings fear and uncertainty, but it is important for retailers to stay realistic and maintain a pragmatic

to Chip and PIN offline has never materialised. This is down to the

approach to controlling fraud. This means carefully examining their expenditure on managing the problem, but also looking at the

continued effort and investment from the retailers in managing the

techniques they are using. This year the report showed that 60% of retailers have increased spending on fraud management, yet many still

fraud problem.

rely on costly and inefficient manual review.
Retailers expect to see continued growth over the next twelve
Automated fraud management tools can be vastly more effective and scalable, but the key is to carefully calibrate the rules against which

months but are concerned about the impact of increases in identity

the system judges a transaction. Set them too weak and fraudsters will easily steal from you; set them too strong and the costs are even

theft and the effect this will have on their businesses. Few see

greater because many valid orders are rejected. Often the optimum level of fraud for maximising profit will be far from zero.

police action denting the prospects of the fraudsters, so recognise
their own responsibility in managing the problem. Expect to see
continued investment in fraud management tools and a maturing of
attitudes to fraud as retailers recognise that focusing on eliminating
fraud is often not the most profitable path.
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Section 1

The Survey Base;
Today’s UK Online Business
In the first section of the survey on which this report is based,
respondents were asked a series of questions about their business.
This provides some context for the report, and also gives some insight
in to the types of businesses operating online.
Decrease

More than half the respondents came from various retail sectors, with

No Change

the remainder coming largely from financial services, telecoms or travel

Increase 1 – 20%

businesses. Revenues range widely: excluding those with billion pound
revenues, the average fell somewhere between £10m and £100m.

Increase 21 – 40%

Chart 1

Expected Online Sales Growth for 2007
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One uniting factor amongst these disparate businesses was a healthy

Increase 41 – 60%

optimism for 2007: only 10% expected their company’s revenues to

Increase 61 – 80%

remain static or fall over the next 12 months. Almost one third predicted

Increase >80%

growth of more than 50% (Chart 1).

Credit/debit cards
Direct debit/standing order
Gift cards/certificates
Private label card
Giro credits
PayPal
None of these

Chart 2

Last year’s report showed that 78% of UK online retailers accepted payments from abroad. This year the report goes further and looks at specifically which
territories UK businesses are targeting for expansion. 56% now sell in to continental Europe, overcoming the barriers of language and different payment
conventions. 40% sell in to North and South America and 35% in to Asia Pacific.

Chart 2 reveals that credit and debit cards remain the most prevalent form of payment with 94% of retailers accepting them. Direct debit is the next most
accepted at 51% although this figure is skewed higher because of its prominence in the finance and education sectors. For more typical retailers the figure
is closer to 30%. This is an increase over last year’s figure of 22%, which may be attributable to these companies offering support packages or subscription
to media services via direct debit. Only 13% of respondents currently accept PayPal, although a further 19% have plans to.
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Section 2

The Impact of
Online Payment Fraud
The next section of the survey was designed to quantitatively
assess the impact of fraud on online retailers. This goes beyond
the actual losses and looks at the cost of combating fraud, both
with the tools employed and the orders lost from over-zealous

Retailers Fear Sophisticated Fraudsters

anti-fraud policies.

In the 2006 report, retailers were most concerned about the

Sales Growth Continues to Outpace Fraud

introduction of Chip and PIN driving fraudsters away from the high

Last year’s survey revealed that losses from online fraud were

street stores and towards online crimes. This was certainly the

disproportionately small when compared with the level of fear amongst

expectation of much of the industry, although it is hard to attribute any

consumers and retailers. The report showed that when calculated as a

rise in online fraud to a single factor. Looking at the factors that retailers

Price Competition a Priority

proportion of revenue the cost of fraud had stalled or even fallen for

expect to drive an increase in online fraud in 2007, it is another high

Companies were asked to rate the importance of managing online fraud

84% of online retailers. And even when calculated as a total sum, two

profile issue causing concern: identity theft. But the perception that

against other key business challenges. Last year’s results showed

thirds of these companies had managed to keep losses at or below their

fraudsters are becoming more sophisticated is what worries retailers

managing fraud was second only to customer satisfaction in the minds

2005 levels.

most (Chart 3).

important: customer satisfaction again rates higher, but this year so

This year again the results show that for most companies the growth in

Police Action Unlikely to Impact Fraud Levels

does price competition. Given the growth of the web as a retail channel,

revenues has outstripped the losses from fraud. However, when looking

In terms of factors that might reduce the levels of online fraud in 2007,

it makes sense that increased competition is causing businesses

at the actual monetary value of the losses, many more retailers have

it is worth noting that only 15% of retailers believe that police action will

concern.

seen the value rise than fall. Given the incredible growth rates of

have any impact (Chart 4). 56% place their faith in industry measures

eCommerce, this is to be expected. The fact that levels of fraud have

such as Card Verification Number (CVN) and 51% in improved

Expansion into Europe was ranked as the lowest priority after business

not risen in line with the industry is a testament to the effort and

automated screening tools. Clearly from the retailer’s perspective, the

continuity. Although many businesses are now trading abroad, it seems

resource applied by businesses and the wider industry so far. But

responsibility to act and the ability to have an impact is in the hands of

those that are still focused on the UK are more concerned with getting

companies need to remain vigilant and look at new ways of preventing

the industry rather than law enforcement.

things right in this market before they expand in to new geographies.

and managing fraud if this trend is to continue.

of retailers. This year, companies told us that managing fraud remains
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Issues Likely to Drive Fraud Increases in 2007

Issues Likely to Decrease Fraud Levels in 2007

22%

72%

38%

68%

Chart 3

Chart 4
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Section 3

Managing Security
and Online Fraud

Reliance on Same Anti-Fraud Tools

CVN usage by online merchants has increased from 68% in 2005 to

Online retailers continue to rely on the same basic tools to manage

79% today. The purpose of CVN (also known as CVV2 for Visa, CVC2

fraud. More than 70% use the Address Verification Service (AVS)

for MasterCard and CID for American Express) in a card not present

and the Card Verification Number (CVN) as their primary lines of

environment is to attempt to verify that the person placing the order

defence (Chart 5).

has the card in their possession. Requesting the CVN during an online

Many to Miss PCI Compliance Deadline
The most common new security measure added in the last 12 months

purchase can add a measure of security to the transaction. However,
AVS is subject to a significant rate of ‘false positives’ which may lead

these numbers can be obtained by fraudsters.

1
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is compliance with the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security

to the rejection of valid orders as well as missing fraudulent orders.

Standard. Yet only 36% of companies have started the process, despite

If the cardholder has a new address or a valid alternate address, this

Over a third of respondents claim to have completed the implementation

the original deadline for certification passing in June 2005. Even more

information may not be up-to-date in the records of the cardholder’s

of Payer Authentication/3D Secure services more than twelve months ago.

alarming is the 40% of companies who report that they currently have

issuing bank; the address would then be flagged as invalid.

Payer Authentication includes the Verified by Visa and MasterCard

no plans to achieve compliance. This is especially valid as MasterCard

Merchants typically do not rely solely on the AVS results to accept

SecureCode schemes, which transfer liability for losses to the issuing bank

is planning to introduce fines for non-compliant merchants in June

or reject an order.

rather than the retailer. 13% say they have added Payer Authentication

2007. At the time of writing, the level of fine that will be levied

in the last twelve months although anecdotal evidence from speaking to

is unclear.

retailers suggests many of these programmes may still be underway.

1

CyberSource analysed 12.9 million credit card transactions where AVS was used and the final status of the transaction was known. If a merchant were to reject orders based
solely on AVS 'no match' they would incorrectly reject 25% of good orders and fail to detect 61% of the fraudulent ones.

Managing Payment Security
The Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard is set to have huge impact on the way retailers do business. Developed and
mandated by the card schemes, including Visa and MasterCard, the PCI standard can bolster consumer confidence and protect
brand reputations.

PCI compliance regulations focus on the ways an organisation transmits, processes and stores payment data. The less this is done,
the higher the level of payment security and the easier it is to maintain PCI compliance.

By using a web-based service, organisations can avoid storing virtually all payment or related personal data. Furthermore, online
payment acceptance can be handled via a hosted form/payment fields residing within the banking and processing network. Using
this approach means that merchants never handle or store payment information. This model removes significant risk for retailers and
their customers, and makes it faster and easier to maintain PCI compliance.

Chart 5
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Industry Hot Card Lists Lose Value
According to the survey results, less than a third of retailers check the

This year’s results show that more companies are getting to grips with the true cost

Industry Hot Card File. This is a great example of how fraudsters are

of fraud and are measuring it appropriately. For example, approximately half of all

becoming more sophisticated, and the retailers are adapting to cope.

the companies surveyed now include the cost of rejecting potentially valid orders.
This is a recent development and shows the maturing of the industry. Companies

The file is an obvious way to try to prevent fraud, by circulating the

are beginning to look at all costs associated with managing fraud, allowing them to

details of known stolen or copied cards. However, fraudsters understand

apply more intelligent policies that help maximise profits, rather than focusing on

how the file works; the list is not always a wholly reliable source of data

getting fraud down to the lowest possible level. However, the ‘profit leaks’ shown in

and can be several days out of date. This is because the file depends

the Risk Management Pipeline continue to impact a high percentage of orders,

on card owners recognising that fraud is taking place and reporting it.

restricting profits, operating efficiency and business scalability.

More sophisticated fraudsters know the length of time a card will spend
on a file and employ tactics to remove it, flooding the list with “duff”
card numbers so the targeted card drops off the end. Because of this,
many retailers do not rely solely on the list.

Risk Management Pipeline
Indirect Costs of Online Fraud Too High
The total cost of fraud is much greater than simply the direct losses
incurred when fraudsters succeed.

The total cost of fraud equals:

Transactions
Presented

the cost of tools/systems to review orders...

plus the cost of rejecting orders (some will be valid)
plus the cost of manual order review
plus direct fraud loss and associated administration
An order pipeline is used to demonstrate these costs (Chart 6).
Transactions enter the pipeline, are evaluated by detection tools and
automated decisioning systems, and may then be subject to manual
review. To quantify the true cost organisations should examine each
point in the pipeline, taking a total pipeline view of operations and costs.
While the fraud rate is one metric to monitor, an end-to end view is
required to maximise revenues.
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Chart 6

Revenue
& Profits

Manual Review – Best Practice
Merchants who find that the growth in the number of orders they

Manually Reviewed Orders Ultimately Accepted

manually review is higher than their overall online sales growth
should audit and review their decision rules to establish how
Chart 7

orders are initially screened for review.

Adding new tools, tuning screens and testing different decision
rules may significantly reduce the volume of orders manually
reviewed, allowing the reviewer to focus on improving order
conversion and fraud detection. Merchants who manually screen
all incoming orders should consider implementing an automated
screening process to handle increasing sales volumes.
% of Orders
0 – 19
20 – 39

Over-Reliance on Manual Review Continues

40 – 59

65% of retailers do still rely on manually reviewing orders to

60 – 79

detect fraud. Manual review remains the third most popular

80 – 100

tool in the fight against fraud despite it being amongst the
most expensive.

On average, respondents manually review just under one in
three orders (up from one in four last year). However, of the
orders that are manually reviewed, most companies ultimately
accept more than 75% (Chart 7). Automated systems can be
configured to filter orders and limit those that need manual
review to a very small proportion, reducing the overhead spent
on human resource. This is both more cost effective and more
scalable, yet 38% of companies still have no plans to automate
the decision making process.
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Typically a retailer will have one to three staff dedicated to
manual review, although larger organisations (particularly those
offering financial products) have many more. Chart 8 reveals
that one third of companies who use manual review expect to
increase their headcount for the task in 2007, most by 20

Expenditure on fraud management varies wildly between

to 30%.

companies. This is not surprising given the broad sample
covered by the survey – companies reported earnings from
the tens of thousands to over a billion. Excluding the
extremely large companies (£1bn revenue and above),
retailers typically spent between £10,000 and £100,000
each year on fraud management. The costs include manual
review staff, bank investigation calls (e.g. “code 10”
enquiries), scoring and decision management tools, third-

Remain the same

party fraud screening and ID validation tools (e.g. address
lookup, electoral roll etc.) and access to industry hotlists.

Increase in staff
Decrease in staff

A typical company has six different forms of anti-fraud
measures in place, although this figure varies significantly

Chart 8

Planned Increases in Manual Review Staff

from sector to sector. Telecoms companies and consumer
electronics retailers have on average more than eight
different tools. Food and media/entertainment retailers have
the least with less than five. In all cases, retailers are using
multiple tools in order to make it as difficult as possible for
fraudsters to beat the system.

Automated Decision/Rules Systems
Decision and rules systems provide the basis for automating the evaluation of test results generated by fraud detection tools and

Over the last twelve months most companies have increased

determining whether the transaction should be accepted, rejected or suspended for review. As the number of fraud tools grows it is

spending on fraud management; some by more than 100%.

increasingly important for organisations to employ automated systems to interpret and weigh the multiple results for each product or

Nearly half have raised spending by more than 10%.

transaction profile (versus a ‘one size fits all’ screen) to optimise business results.
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Defence in Depth: Best Practice
Do not rely on a single, or even just several, tools.
Retailers should use the most complete suite of tools
that they can (e.g. AVS, CVN, hotlists, velocity checks,
IP geolocation etc.) and then centralise their decision

Copied Cards Remain Top Exploit

making to incorporate the results of all of these.

Fraudsters have a wide range of tricks, but given a list of the most
common, respondents reported that the use of copied cards is the most

Don’t just rely on external tools. No one knows a retailer’s

popular exploit. Fraudsters will try multiple identity details with the same

business better than they do. Merchants should look to

credit card numbers until they find a combination that makes it past the

utilise smart rules based on the knowledge of their

system. Using algorithms to generate likely combinations of card

business. For example, is it normal for the same person

numbers is another favoured method.

to place several different orders with the same store in a
single day? Is it normal for the same customer to buy
several of a particular product in a single month?

When respondents were asked for examples of some of the other
exploits attempted by criminals, there were some recognisable trends.

Change of address: One of the most commonly reported exploits
involves altering addresses in various ways. For example, large or

Don’t stop seeing the wood for the trees. Concentrating on

Stolen cards still hot: Fraudsters typically ‘test’ a stolen card by ordering

heavy goods such as furniture are often ordered to be delivered to a

nothing but reducing chargebacks can lead to retailers

small volumes of low-value products. If the transaction is successful

‘work’ address, which turns out to be a warehouse. From here it is easy

being too strict with their fraud screening and rejecting

they will then continue to use the card until the limit is reached. Often

to move the goods on. Thieves will also place an order online using the

too many good orders – the chargebacks may be low but

the testing and the spending take place across different channels – the

true cardholder’s details and address, then contact the call centre and

profitability will be impacted.

card might be tested online before the fraudster places large orders

ask to change the delivery address. In one of the most brazen exploits,

using the call centre. This highlights the importance of an integrated

fraudsters will use a stolen card and the cardholder’s real address,

Target manual review to those orders that need it. Manual

approach to managing fraud.

then intercept the delivery before the driver reaches the house,

review is expensive and time consuming. Retailers

pretending to be the homeowner.

should utilise a straight-through-processing automated

Foreign orders remain a worry: Retailers report major troubles with

approach to spot the obviously good and bad orders, so

foreign orders, particularly those originating in Africa. The many internet

that manual review can be efficiently targeted on those

scams coming out of Nigeria have been well documented, but a high

orders that genuinely need it.

proportion of orders from Africa continue to prove fraudulent.
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Section 4

Mail Order/Telephone Order (MOTO) vs. Online
For the first time, this year the UK Online Fraud Report has looked at mail order and telephone order fraud
levels as compared to online fraud. More than three quarters of the online businesses that responded to the
survey also offer some form of mail or telephone order service. Online ordering and MOTO services often get
grouped together for the purposes of reporting. However, despite both being card not present (CNP), there
needs to be a clear distinction between the levels of fraud across each channel. While online now accounts for
the greater proportion of CNP transactions, it is MOTO fraud that is increasing at the fastest rates. And as antifraud measures in the online environment have become progressively more sophisticated, those in the MOTO
environment have remained static for some time.

Since this is the first time the report has asked about MOTO fraud, it is hard to extrapolate any trends about the
levels of fraud on this occasion, but this result will provide a benchmark for the report in 2008. Predictably
however, almost two thirds of retailers reported that MOTO fraud levels were lower than those online.

Adoption of Payer Authentication Increases
The survey revealed that the Payer Authentication/3D Secure schemes have continued to grow in acceptance,
being cited as the fraud tool that respondents are most likely to adopt in 2007 (Chart 9). While retailers’
eCommerce channels will benefit from the introduction of Payer Authentication, there is currently no alternative
for the MOTO world. MasterCard SecureCode and Verified by Visa both enable the retailer to shift the liability for
fraudulent transactions over to the issuing bank, as long as the merchant has implemented the technology.
There is a suggestion that the added layer of security could drive fraudsters towards MOTO channels, but only
43% of retailers believed this might be the case.
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Verified by Visa and MasterCard SecureCode both require consumers to
enroll in the schemes. However, consumer take up is relatively low
because there is little incentive for them to participate, and the
additional steps required to authenticate the payment may discourage
people from joining. Unfortunately, partly because of the level of uptake,
many merchants are not yet using these tools. However, after June 30th
2007 online merchants will no longer be able to process Maestro debit
transactions unless they support MasterCard SecureCode. This should
encourage the wider use of these schemes by merchants and
consumers alike.

Chart 9

Of those companies that sold both on and offline, just over half integrate
their fraud screening across both channels. Given the reports of
fraudsters ‘testing’ cards on one channel before using them on another,
this integration process is likely to be much more widely deployed over
the next twelve months. Monitoring fraud in a consistent manner across
channels should certainly be considered best practice.
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Conclusion
The online retail industry continues to grow at a phenomenal rate, but
the ever increasing revenues it attracts make it an obvious target for
everyone from petty thieves up to organised crime. Retailers need to
continue to invest and innovate if they are going to maintain the current
track record of keeping fraud levels low and the consumer reassured.

Over the last eighteen months the spike in online fraud that was
expected as a result of the introduction of Chip and PIN on the high
street has not materialised. Again this year it is a widely publicised topic
that is causing concern: identity theft. Only time will tell if this proves to
be more than just another scare. However, catching fraud committed
with a genuine card and a seemingly genuine identity is certainly a
major challenge.

Retailers continue to take responsibility for catching attempts at fraud,
both for the sake of their own revenues and for the consumers whose
cards may have been stolen or copied. Law enforcement agencies
though have yet to convince retailers that their efforts will have an

for more

information

Call +44 (0)118 929 4840
Email uk@cybersource.com
www.cybersource.co.uk

impact on the incidence of fraud against online channels.

The results of this survey have shown that retailers are taking an
increasingly pragmatic approach to both managing and measuring
fraud, with ranked defences of different tools, and recognition that the
cost of fraud is more than just the obvious direct losses. The next step
is to optimise how they tackle fraud to ensure that they are approaching
it in the most cost-effective manner. The focus must be on maximising
profitability while maintaining security.

© 2007 CyberSource Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Risk Management
Solutions

Rule & Decisioning Systems:

Efficiently managing online fraud involves

easy-to-implement decision management

integrating multiple tools and technologies to

systems that allow you to control all fraud

maximise operational efficiency and sales

tools and set rules for order acceptance via

conversion, while minimising fraud risk.

one easy-to-use ‘dashboard’, with no IT

CyberSource Decision Manager
CyberSource offers a range of cost-effective,

coding required. The systems include
CyberSource’s modular, scalable solutions are

interfaces to advanced fraud screening

designed to meet these objectives and help

technology as well as other external services

you achieve superior results. Our solutions

and your own data.

can be quickly and easily implemented as a
single component or as fully-integrated

Based on your business rules the systems

systems and can be managed in-house,

automatically tag the order as accept, reject,

outsourced or constructed as a blend of both.

or review, helping you to accept more valid
orders and reject more fraudulent ones.

About CyberSource
CyberSource is a leading provider
of secure online payment and risk
management solutions. With
international reach and unmatched
expertise, we have been helping
companies to secure and grow their
business since the first days of
eCommerce.

Founded in 1996, CyberSource
pioneered online fraud screening at
the inception of internet commerce.
Today, our solutions have set the
standard for the industry, with

Managed Risk:

CyberSource becoming the trusted

Compliance
Solutions
CyberSource makes it simple for you and
your customers by streamlining the
compliance process:
PCI Compliance Service – Enables you to
achieve PCI compliance certification quickly
and with high integrity.
Secure Storage – Instantly boosts payment
security by moving sensitive transaction data
off your servers and onto the payment
network.
Hosted Payment Acceptance – Allows you
to manage online payment acceptance via
a hosted form. You never handle or store
payment data, again raising security.

This service provides the complete

Verified by Visa/MasterCard
SecureCode:

professional analysis, design, modelling and

CyberSource Payer Authentication Service

monitoring services required to optimise

This service allows you to minimise online

transaction conversion, whilst minimising

card fraud and customer disputes, receive

manual review and fraud risk for card not

repudiation chargeback protection and obtain

payment processing in multiple currencies

present transactions. We collaborate with you

relief from fraud liability. You receive the

worldwide. Our payment solutions support

to set business metrics, review performance

online payment guarantees offered by

global payment types including universal and

and provide easy-to-use business tools, such

Verified by Visa and MasterCard SecureCode,

country specific credit and debit cards, bank

as CyberSource Decision Manager, that let

all with the ease of a single connection to

transfer, direct debit and ELV. Complementary

you control as much or as little as you wish.

CyberSource.

services include PayPal, delivery address

CyberSource Managed Risk Service

partner to over 16,000 businesses
worldwide. Our customers include

Payment Solutions

lastminute.com, Nike and

CyberSource Payment Service

British Airways.

CyberSource offers secure, reliable real-time

verification, tax calculation and PCI compliance.
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F: +44 (0)870 460 1931
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